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Presentation Notes
Thank you for asking me and thank you this exciting conference. I’m so pleased to be presenting with the three Johns. 



How can we build capacity for IKT? 

 

“Nothing about us without us” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Meaningful engagement of the right research users throughout the SCI research process at the right timeMeaningful engagement: Contributing and influencing a personal or socially meaningful research or dissemination goal and feeling a sense of responsibility to othersRecognizing this problem, my community partners have asked how can we build capacity so the broader SCI research community can conduct research in partnership with SCI communities using an integrated knowledge translation approach? This question aligns with the SCI communities’ call for their to be ‘nothing about us, without us’.



Over the next five years 

 

Develop and implement the first 
Integrated Knowledge Translation 
Guiding Principles for conducting 

and disseminating spinal cord injury 
research in partnership. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will be partnering with the spinal cord injury community to answer their question.Together we will develop and implement the first IKT guiding principles for conducting and disseminating research in partnership with the spinal cord injury community.We hope that by improving the quality of partnerships in SCI research, we can rise the tide, lift the boats and close the gap between research and practice. So how are we going to achieve this goal?



   

   

   

Our Consensus Panel 

A team of multidisciplinary SCI researchers, clinicians, 
organizations, funders, and research users with IKT experience. 
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Michael Smith funds have helped me to bring together an esteemed team of the spinal cord injury researchers, clinicians, organizations and research users with IKT experience from across North America. This group met in person in September 2017 and continues to meet regularly via teleconference.



Our Progress 
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